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Nature of the energy transfer process in compressible turbulence
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Using a two-point closure theory, the eddy-damped-quasinormal-Markovian approximation, we have inves-
tigated the energy transfer process and triadic interactions of compressible turbulence. In order to analyze the
compressible mode directly, the Helmholtz decomposition is used. The following issues were addressed:~1!
What is the mechanism of energy exchange between the solenoidal and compressible modes, and~2! is there
an energy cascade in the compressible energy transfer process? It is concluded that the compressible energy is
transferred locally from the solenoidal part to the compressible part. It is also found that there is an energy
cascade of the compressible mode for high turbulent Mach number. Since we assume that the compressibility
is weak, the magnitude of the compressible~radiative or cascade! transfer is much smaller than that of the
solenoidal cascade. These results are further confirmed by studying the triadic energy transfer function, the
most fundamental building block of the energy transfer.@S1063-651X~99!10304-0#

PACS number~s!: 47.27.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that compressible turbulence plays
prominent role in a wide range of important scientific a
engineering applications, including high speed transport,
personic combustions, and acoustics. Recently, a large b
of publications has been devoted to study various aspec
compressible turbulence using both direct numerical sim
tions ~DNS! and large eddy simulations~LES!. Here we sim-
ply mention a few representative works, such as Feierei
Reynolds, and Ferziger@1#; Passot and Pouquet@2#; Lee,
Lele, and Moin@3#; Sarkar, Erlebacher, and Hussaini@4#;
Erlebacheret al. @5#; Kida and Orszag@6#; Blaisdell, Man-
sour, and Reynolds@7#; and Porter, Pouquet, and Woodwa
@8#. For a comprehensive review, the reader is referred
Lele @9#. These numerical simulations have substantially i
proved our understanding of compressible turbulence. N
ertheless, some basic physical processes of compressibl
bulence, such as the energy transfer and triadic interacti
have not been explored even at low turbulent Mach num
For example, do we expect an energy cascade proces
compressible velocity modes? How does the energy
change between the solenoidal and compressible modes
place? These types of studies require a substantial spe
scale range of interactions. As a result, it is very hard
utilize the DNS databases since these simulations are lim
to very low Reynolds numbers and have only very limit
spectral ranges. While LES can provide databases at sub
tially higher Reynolds numbers, subgrid models must be
troduced.

Another way to generate high Reynolds number databa
is by using two-point closure models. The direct interact

*Present address: Centre de Thermique de Lyon, Upres a C
5008, 20 Avenue A. Einstein, 69620 Villeurbanne, France.
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approximation~DIA ! of Kraichnan@10# is a well-established
approach. Many authors have studied incompressible tu
lence using DIA ~see Leslie@11#!. The method of eddy-
damped-quasinormal-Markovian~EDQNM! models~Orszag
@12#! has been shown as a simpler, but effective, alterna
to DIA. Recently, Bertoglio, Bataille, and Marion@13# have
presented DIA and EDQNM equations for a weakly co
pressible turbulence.

The aim of this paper is to use the EDQNM closu
theory to study the energy transfer and triadic interactions
compressible turbulence. The paper is organized as follo
First, we review closure assumptions of EDQNM a
present the resulting transport equations. Second, we per
a detailed analysis of the nonlinear transfer terms. Fina
we investigate the most fundamental aspect of the ene
transfer process, the incompressible and compressible tri
interactions.

II. COMPRESSIBLE EDQNM MODEL

The basic set of equations are the Navier-Stokes and
tinuity equations. The fluid is assumed to be homogeneo
isotropic, and barotropic. Reynolds average and Fou
transform are used to obtain the fluctuating turbulent fi
equations in spectral space. The equations are partially
earized with respect to the density fluctuation that leads
the conditionMt,1, whereMt is the turbulent Mach num-
ber defined asMt5Aq2/c0 . q2 is twice the turbulent kinetic
energy, andc0 is the sound speed. To analyze the compre
ibility effects, we use the Helmholtz decomposition to sp
the velocity vector into a solenoidal partuS(K ,t), which
corresponds to the velocity fluctuations perpendicular to
wave vectorK in the Fourier space, and a compressible p
uC(K ,t), which corresponds to fluctuations in the directio
of the wave vector.

The classical DIA approach~two point–two times! is used
S
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to derive compressible DIA equations. These equations
the starting point used to derive the compressible EDQN
equations~in two points and one time!. The methodology is
the same as that of the incompressible case†Leslie @11# and
Lesieur@14#‡ but more equations are now needed@15#.

A. Spectral equations

The EDQNM governing equations of weakly compres
ible turbulence are the following:~i! an equation for the
spectrum (ESS), the autocorrelation of the solenoidal part
the velocity field,

]

]t
ESS~K,t !522nK2ESS~K,t !1TSS~K,t !; ~1!

~ii ! an equation for the spectrum (ECC), the autocorrelation
of the ‘‘purely compressible’’ part of the velocity field,

]

]t
ECC~K,t !522n8K2ECC~K,t !1TCC~K,t !

22c0KECP~K,t !; ~2!

~iii ! an equation for the spectrum of the potential ene
(EPP) associated with the pressure,

]

]t
EPP~K,t !52c0KECP~K,t !; ~3!

~iv! an equation for the spectrum of the pressure-velo
correlation (ECP),

]

]t
ECP~K,t !52n8K2ECP~K,t !1TCP~K,t !

1c0K„ECC~K,t !2EPP~K,t !…. ~4!

In the case of a Stokesian fluid,

n85
l12m

^r&
5 4

3 n, ~5!

m and l, two dynamic viscosities, are assumed to be u
form.

B. Energy transfer terms

In Eqs.~1!–~4!, TSS, TCC, andTCP are the transfer terms
They contain several contributions:
re

-

y

y

i-

TSS5T1
SS1T2

SS1T3
SS1T4

SS1T5
SS, ~6!

TCC5T1
CC1T2

CC1T3
CC1T4

CC1T5
CC1T6

CC , ~7!

TCP5T1
CP1T2

CP1T3
CP1T4

CP1T5
CP1T6

CP . ~8!

Different contributions appearing in the transfer term a
ing on the solenoidal field are

T1
SS5E

D

K3

PQ

12xyz22y2z2

2
uKPQ

SS2SS2SS

3ESS~P,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ, ~9!

T2
SS5E

D

K3

PQ

~12y2!~x21y2!

12x2 uKPQ
SS2SS2CC

3ESS~P,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ, ~10!

T3
SS52E

D

P2

Q
~xy1z3!uKPQ

SS2SS2SSESS~K,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ,

~11!

T4
SS5E

D

P2

Q
~2xy!uKPQ

SS2SS2CCESS~K,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ,

~12!

T5
SS52E

D

P2

Q
„z~12z2!…uKPQ

SS2CC2SS

3ESS~K,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ. ~13!

Different contributions to the transfer term in theECC equa-
tion are

T1
CC~K,t !5E

D

K3

PQ
„~x1yz!2

…uKPQ
CC2SS2SS

3ESS~P,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ, ~14!

T2
CC~K,t !5E

D

K3

PQ

~x22y2!2

~12x2!
uKPQ

CC2SS2CC

3ESS~P,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ, ~15!

T3
CC~K,t !5E

D

K3

PQ
~x2!uKPQ

CC2CC2CC

3ECC~P,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ, ~16!
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T4
CC~K,t !52E

D

P2

Q
2z~12z2!uKPQ

CC2SS2SS

3ECC~K,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ, ~17!

T5
CC~K,t !52E

D

P2

Q
~2z32z1xy!uKPQ

CC2CC2SS

3ESS~Q,t !ECC~K,t !dPdQ, ~18!

T6
CC~K,t !5E

D

P2

Q
~2xy!uKPQ

CC2CC2CC

3ECC~K,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ. ~19!

And finally, the contributions to the transfer term in the pre
sure velocity correlation are

T1
CP~K,t !5E

D

K3

PQ

~x1yz!2

2
uKPQ

PC2SS2SS

3ESS~P,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ, ~20!

T2
CP~K,t !5E

D

K3

PQ

~x22y2!2

2~12x2!
uKPQ

PC2SS2CC

3ESS~P,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ, ~21!

T3
CP~K,t !5E

D

K3

PQ

x2

2
uKPQ

PC2CC2CC

3ECC~P,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ, ~22!

T4
CP~K,t !52E

D

P2

Q
z~12z2!uKPQ

PC2SS2SS

3ECC~K,t !ESS~Q,t !dPdQ, ~23!

T5
CP~K,t !52E

D

P2

Q

2z32z1xy

2
uKPQ

PC2CC2SS

3ESS~Q,t !ECC~K,t !dPdQ, ~24!

T6
CP~K,t !5E

D

P2

Q
~xy!uKPQ

PC2CC2CC

3ECC~K,t !ECC~Q,t !dPdQ. ~25!

The integration in the~P,Q! plane extends over a doma
such thatK , P, andQ form a triangle. The expressionsx,y,z
are standard coefficients associated with the geometry o
triad and are the cosines of the angles, respectively, opp
-

he
ite

to K , P, Q. Furthermore, temporal functions~defined byu’s!
are the decorrelation times deduced by integrating the D
equations over time.

The transfer terms appearing at the transport equations
the solenoidal and compressible modes will be analyzed
detail in the next section. Since there is no transfer term
the equation for the pressure-pressure correlation, this e
tion characterizes the exchange between the solenoidal m
and the compressible mode (ECC1EPP). Finally, the effect
of TCP is to interchange energy betweenECC andEPP @16#.

C. Energy spectra

A force is applied in the large scales of the solenoid
velocity. This forcing is only used on the solenoidal mode
order to not perturbate the evolution of the compressi
mode. It is realized by frozening the values of the solenoi
spectrum in the small wave-number range~until K564m21!.
Due to this forcing, small discontinuities can appear on
solenoidal spectrum around this value ofK but they have no
influence on the results. Our analysis is carried out wh
both solenoidal and compressible modes have reached
asymptotic stationary states.

In Fig. 1, we present the spectra of both solenoidal a
compressible components of the velocity correlation cor
sponding after the asymptotic state is reached. The Ta
microscale Reynolds number, Re, is approximately 1
Here Re[(q2/3)A15/ne and e is the dissipation. In the fig-
ures, the dimensional unit of the correlation spectra is giv
as m3 s22 and the dimensional unit of wave numberK is
defined asm21. The energy associated with the purely com
pressible mode is found to vary as the square of the turbu
Mach number. At low and moderateMt , the spectrum of the
compressible component shows aK211/3 behavior in the in-
ertial range@16,17#.

In order to examine the dependency of the turbulent Ma
number, it was allowed to vary from 1024 to 1. Note, how-
ever, that, strictly speaking, our model is valid only for sm

FIG. 1. Solenoidal and compressible velocity correlations
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FIG. 2. Influence of the turbulent Mach number on the compressible power law.
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Mt . Nevertheless, computations were carried out up toMt
51 in order to study the limiting behavior of the mode
Furthermore, working with this value (Mt51) has the ad-
vantage that we can better visualise the results obtained
smaller values.

Figure 2 gives the power law in the inertial range. We c
observe the behavior inK211/3 for turbulent Mach numbers
less than 0.01. When the turbulent Mach number increa
the shape of the compressible spectrum evolves and bec
close ofK25/3 for Mt51. We will see later that a compres
ible energy cascade is responsible of the slope reduction

III. STUDY OF THE TRANSFER TERMS

A. Solenoidal transfer term

In Fig. 3, we observe thatTSS has the usual shape ob
served in incompressible turbulence studies. Specifica

FIG. 3. Contributions of the solenoidal transfer term.
ith

n

s,
es

y,

TSS is negative in the large scales and positive for sm
scales. Physically this corresponds to the energy tran
from the large scales to the smaller ones. The transfer te
are given inm3 s23.

There are 17 contributors to the transfer function of co
pressible turbulence. This should be be compared with
counterpart of incompressible turbulence:

Ts
SS~K,t !5T1

SS~K,t !1T3
SS~K,t !. ~26!

Indeed, the two key contributors toTSS are T1
SS and T3

SS,
which are the same terms that one finds in incompress
turbulence. These terms are usually called ‘‘input’’ a
‘‘output’’ terms. For our weakly compressible turbulenc
they are much more important contributors than the oth
~see Fig. 3!. Indeed, other contributors are negligible in com
parison withT1

SS andT3
SS. We stress that the summation o

these two terms is the net energy transfer of incompress

FIG. 4. Contributions of the solenoidal transfer term.
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turbulence~solid line!. To clearly illustrate the behaviors o
the new terms, we plotted these ‘‘compressible’’ contribut
~T2

SS, T4
SS, andT5

SS! in an enlarged scale~Fig. 4! in order to
observe their relative magnitudes. We found thatT5

SS is
much larger thanT2

SS and T4
SS, and consequently it make

the largest contribution to the compressible effects inTSS.
An important feature of this term is that it is negative for
spectral space, indicating that the energy transfer has b
transferred from the solenoidal mode to the compress
mode.

FIG. 5. T1
SS andT3

SS at differentMt .

FIG. 6. T2
SS andT4

SS at differentMt .
s

en
le

We found that the compressibility has negligible effect
the solenoidal transfer termTSS. The reason is that the dom
nant terms inTSS, e.g., the incompressible contributions~T1

SS

andT3
SS!, are independent ofMt ~Fig. 5!. On the other hand

the ‘‘compressible’’ contributions~which are smaller! de-
pend strongly on the values of the turbulent Mach numb
Figure 6 illustrates the dependencies ofT2

SS andT4
SS on the

turbulent Mach number. We found that all the spectra ofT5
SS

can be collapsed by dividingMt
2 ~Fig. 7!. Therefore, we

conclude thatT5
SS is proportional toMt

2, a result that can be
found analytically. Since the dominant contributions inTSS

are insensitive to the variations of turbulent Mach numb
TSS is not affected by the compressibility.

B. Compressible transfer term

In this subsection, we will study the transfer termTCC,
and its individual contributors. This compressible trans

FIG. 7. T5
SS divided byMt

2.

FIG. 8. Compressible transfer term forMt50.01.
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term appears in the transport equation of the compress
autocorrelation. In Fig. 8, the compressible transfer term
plotted atMt51022, we can observe that the compressib
transfer is positive for all spectral space. Hence, it is a te
that is responsible for the production of compressible ene
It has to be note that, for this turbulent Mach number,
maximum of magnitude of the compressible transfer term
down by five orders of magnitude from the maximum of t
solenoidal transfer term. The order of magnitude of the co
pressible energy transfer changes with the turbulent M
number. Nevertheless, the incompressible transfer term i
ways bigger than the compressible transfer term.

FIG. 9. Contributions of the compressible transfer term.

FIG. 10. Contributions of the compressible transfer term.
le
is

y.
e
is

-
h

al-

The different contributors toTCC are plotted in Fig. 9. It
is clear that the two terms,T2

CC and T5
CC , are much larger

than the others. Another term,T1
CC is a distant third in size.

To illustrate the relative size of the smaller terms, we repl
ted these contributors in Fig. 10 at the enlarged scale.
cause two dominant terms have similar magnitudes but
posite signs, a strong cancellation between them is expec
Indeed for all cases considered, the termT2

CC is always posi-

FIG. 11. T5
SS andT1

CC .

FIG. 12. Compressible transfer term at differentMt .
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tive, whereas the other termT5
CC is always negative. In fact

the cancellations are so complete, the summation of th
two terms is now actually negligible in comparison wi
T1

CC . The physical explanation for this ‘‘almost perfect
cancelation is thatT2

CC andT5
CC are the terms that take int

account the interactions between slowly varying incompre
ible modes and two compressible modes~namely, the inter-
actions between acoustic waves and a solenoidal field!. This
interaction results in the production of acoustic energy on
same wave number but now in another propagation direct
For an isotropic redistribution of acoustic energy, this eff

FIG. 13. T1
CC divided byMt

2.

FIG. 14. T3
CC andT6

CC at differentMt .
se

s-

e
n.
t

of reorientation does not affect the spectral distribution
energy and leads to a zero net balance. Consequently
most important term in the transport equation ofECC is T1

CC .
This term is also much larger than all other contributo
~T3

CC , T4
CC , andT6

CC!.
ComparingT5

SS(K) to T1
CC(K), it is clear that they have

similar magnitude but with an opposite sign~Fig. 11!. These
two terms are essentially responsible of the energy
changes between the solenoidal and compressible parts.
cifically, T1

CC is the ‘‘input’’ energy term on the compress
ible mode whereasT5

SS is the ‘‘output’’ term in the equation
of the solenoidal mode. Based on these results obtaine
spectral space, we conclude that there is a local transfe
energy from the solenoidal mode to the compressible mo
This result will be further confirmed by our analysis in th
second part of the paper.

The total compressible transfer termTCC is dependent on
the compressibility~see Fig. 12!. As expected, its magnitud
increases with the increasing of turbulent Mach number.
note that there is a shift of the peak spectrum towards

FIG. 15. (T3
CC1T6

CC) at differentMt51.

FIG. 16. Triadic solenoidal transfer term at differentMt .
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largeK. Based on the properties ofT5
SS(K), we expect that

its compressible counterpartT1
CC(K) should also scale a

Mt
2. Since the spectra ofT1

CC divided byMt
2 collapses~Fig.

13!, this term can not be responsible for the peak shift
TCC. Furthermore, the ‘‘almost perfect’’ cancellation b
tween termsT2

CC(K) and T5
CC(K) for all turbulent Mach

numbers is found. The termT4
CC(K) depends on the turbu

lent Mach number but its magnitude stays weak even at h
Mt . Figure 14 shows the dependence ofT3

CC(K) and
T6

CC(K) on the values of turbulent Mach number. Althoug
these two terms maintain opposite signs for all spec
space, the magnitudes and shape ofT3

CC(K) andT6
CC(K) are

clearly different. The ‘‘imperfect’’ cancellation betwee
these two terms leads to a cascade type of compressible
ergy transfer~Fig. 15!. These two terms involve (ECC)2 and
are important contributors at high turbulent Mach numbe
The interaction among the compressible mode begins to h
influence. This cascade mechanism will be investigated
the next section.

IV. TRIADIC INTERACTIONS

The most fundamental building block of the energy tra
fer process is the triadic interactions. Specifically, we
interested in the energy transfer for a given modeK due to
its interactions with all the pairs of modesP andQ5K2P
that form a triangle withK . For this reason, we introduce th
triadic energy transfer function,T(K,P,Q), according to

TSS~K !5 (
P,Q5uK2Pu

TSS~K,P,Q!, ~27!

and

FIG. 17. Triadic solenoidal transfer term for differentQ.

FIG. 18. TriadicT5
SS at differentMt .
f

h

l

en-

.
ve
in

-
e

TCC~K !5 (
P,Q5uK2Pu

TCC~K,P,Q!. ~28!

Here T(K,P,Q) is defined as energy transfer toK due to
triads with one leg inQ and the other inP. The average
procedure is performed over a spherical shell since the
bulence is isotropic.

An examination of the purely incompressible contributo
@TS

SS(K,P,Q)# reproduces the results of incompressible t
bulence ~Domaradzki and Rogallo@18#, Yeung, Brasseur,
and co-workers@19,20#, Ohkitani and Kida@21#, Zhou @22#,
and Zhou, Yeung, and Brasseur@23#! and again indicates tha
the purely solenoidal triadic energy transfer is not affec
by compressible effects. The triadic solenoidal trans
TSS(K,P,Q) ~with the compressible terms included! is es-
sentially the same for a wide range of turbulent Mach nu
ber values~Fig. 16!. In the figures, the triadic transfer term
are given inm5 s23. Although Fig. 16 is only forP5512 and
Q5128, we have examined other values ofP and Q and
found that our conclusion does not change with turbul
Mach number. As a result, the compressibility has very lit
influence on the solenoidal triadic interactions. Figure 17
typical plot showing how the structure ofTSS(K,P,Q)
changes with variousQ values~P5512,Mt51022!. Again,
this result is the same as that of incompressible turbulen

We have found from the previous section that particu
attention should be paid to theT5

SS term since it is the term
that is responsible for ‘‘output’’ energy from solenoidal
compressible mode. As the Mach number increases,
magnitude of the output energy increases but the basic s
ture remains~Fig. 18!. Since this term represents an ener
output at a localized spectral region, we refer to it as

FIG. 19. TriadicT5
SS for different Q.

FIG. 20. Triadic compressible transfer term for differentQ.
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radiative~emission! triadic energy transfer. Figure 19 illus
trates this type of interaction from variousQ values at the
given value ofP (P5512) forMt51022. It is clear that the
triadic interaction of this term is quite different from those
purely incompressible terms.

We now turn our attention to the triadic interactions
compressible energy transfer,TCC(K,P,Q). In Fig. 20, we
presentTCC(K,P,Q) for variousQ values whenP is in the
inertial range (P5512). For this low Mach number 1022,
we observe that the structures ofTCC(K,P,Q) are rather
similar for differingQ values. All of them show theradiative
~absorption! type of energy transfer. We found tha
T1

CC(K,P,Q) is the dominant contributor to the compressib
triadic energy transfer function. In fact, the absorption typ
of triadic energy transfer functions have the same magnit
as but opposite sign of those of the emission type~T5

SS term!.
Figure 21 further demonstrates that the triadic interacti
T1

CC(K,P,Q)'2T5
SS(K,P,Q) for all turbulent Mach num-

bers are under consideration. As a result, we conclude tha
compressible energy has been transferred locally~in spectral
space! from the solenoidal component.

From the previous section, we have found that the sum
T3

CC(K,P,Q)1T6
CC(K,P,Q) is an important contributor to

the compressible energy transfer. At low Mach numb
(Mt51022), terms T3

CC(K,P,Q)1T6
CC(K,P,Q) are small

and their triadic energy transfer terms show only a very w
energy cascade~Fig. 22!. However, this situation change
rapidly as the Mach number increases. Indeed, the comp
ible energy cascade can be seen in Fig. 23 wh
T3

CC(K,P,Q)1T6
CC(K,P,Q) are plotted for several highe

FIG. 21. TriadicT1
CC at differentMt .

FIG. 22. TriadicT3
CC1T6

CC for different Q.
s
e

s

all

of

r

k

ss-
re

Mach numbers. From this analysis, we conclude that at h
Mach number the cascade of compressible turbulence
direct result of the fact T3

CC(K,P,Q)1T6
CC(K,P,Q)

.T1
CC(K,P,Q). To further demonstrate this point, we plo

the total compressible energy transfer term,TCC(K,P,Q), at
different Mach numbers. It is clear thatTCC(K,P,Q)
changes its characteristic features from radiative to casc
as the turbulent Mach number increases~Figs. 24 and 25!.
This is a result that can not be observed from the total co
pressible energy transfer functionTCC(K). We can remark
that for both the solenoidal and the compressible part,
shape of the transfer terms indicates an energy cascade
cess with a negative peak at left and a positive peak at ri
In Fig. 16, we could see that the solenoidal triadic trans
becomes equal to zero whenK is equal to the chosenP
exactly (P5512). This feature corresponds to the one o
tained in incompressible turbulence and indicates that
solenoidal triadic transfer is not influenced by the compre
ible effect. Concerning the compressible triadic transfer,
can see for high turbulent Mach number~Fig. 25! that the
same picture appears and confirms again that an energe
cascade is present on the compressible mode.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the energy transfer process of c
pressible turbulence using a two-point model, the EDQN
model. The velocity is decomposed into a compressible
solenoidal part. We especially studied the influence of
compressibility on the solenoidal and compressible mo

FIG. 23. TriadicT3
CC1T6

CC at differentMt .

FIG. 24. TriadicTCC at different lowMt .
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the energy transfer between the two modes and the natu
the energy process on the compressible mode. An analys
the energy transfer terms and of the solenoidal and c
pressible triadic interactions permitted to demonstrate

FIG. 25. TriadicTCC at different highMt .
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-
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the compressible energy is locally transferred from the so
noidal part to the compressible part, for all the turbule
Mach numbers. We also observe that an energetical cas
appears on the compressible mode when the turbulent M
number increases.
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